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The Vision

Positioning NSW as the leading destination in the
Asia-Pacific to commercialise and grow space
technology
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The Strategy

▪ Foster collaboration across the industry and
research community
▪ Help develop a fit-for-purpose workforce
▪ Support the growth of industry precincts
▪ Maximise NSW space industry activity
▪ Grow exports and attract investment
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Space and Precinct Development
Sydney Technology and Innovation Precinct
Inaugural location for the National Space Industry Hub and NSW Node of SmartSat CRC with a
longer term focus on the application of space derived data.
Western Sydney Aerotropolis
A secondary location for the National Space Industry Hub where businesses can access the
equipment, resources and technologies to test products, facilitate accreditation and inspection from
the appropriate legal bodies. Co-funded by the Australian Space Agency.
We will be working to facilitate a dynamic relationship between the two precincts as they mature.
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The Initiatives
National Space Industry Hub

• NSW Government is seeking an
industry delivery partner to manage the
Hub
• Located with the Sydney Technology
and Innovation Precinct Including:
• a space accelerator program
• affordable business space
• collaborative work space
• co-sponsors encouraged
NSW Space to grow
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The Initiatives
Space Qualification Mission
▪

NSW Government is seeking a facilitator to administer a pilot space
qualification mission

▪

18-month “Space Qualification and Commercialisation Challenge” for
subsystems/payloads

▪

Participants will be required to have a long-term
commercialisation/business plan for their technology
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The Initiatives

A NSW Node of the SmartSat CRC will be located in the hub, with the
cost of one full time desk paid for from NSW funding of the SmartSat
CRC node.

The SmartSat CRC is a consortium of universities and other research
organisations, partnered with industry to develop know-how and
technologies in advanced telecommunications and IoT, intelligent
satellite systems and earth observation next generation data services
The NSW Node of the SmartSat CRC will be funded through a
partnership between the NSW Government, Commonwealth
Government, NSW universities and industry
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The Timeline
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Commonwealth funding: Entrepreneurs Programme grants
New and Existing Incubators
Who is it for?
Provides incubators with funding to help start-ups develop the capabilities to succeed in international
markets.

What do you get?
$13,000 to $250,000 of matched funding for up to 2 years.
Note: matched funding contributions from state and territory governments are capped at 10 per cent of
total project costs

How are applications assessed?
Grant are based on competitive assessment process

Find out more
business.gov.au/grants-and-programs/incubator-support-new-and-existing-incubators
NSW Space to grow
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Commonwealth Funding: Entrepreneurs Programme grants
Expert in Residence
Who is it for?
Provides incubators with funding to gain new skills and expertise and help start-ups to succeed in
international markets.

What do you get?
$5,000 to $100,000 of matched project funding for up to 1 year.
Note: matched funding contributions from state and territory governments are capped at 10 per cent of
total project costs

How are applications assessed?
Grants are based on eligibility

Find out more
business.gov.au/grants-and-programs/incubator-support-expert-in-residence
NSW Space to grow
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Sydney Innovation & Technology
Precinct Overview
Davor Jozic | Associate Director
28 February 2020

Vision
A precinct that attracts world-leading talent to Sydney’s shores.
A place where world-class universities, ambitious startups, high-tech
giants and the community collaborate to solve problems, socialise and
spark ideas that change the world.
A precinct underpinned by high quality physical and digital
infrastructure.
A culturally vibrant Precinct to live, work & play.

NSW Treasury

Why is the timing right for the Tech Precinct?
Success of the Sydney Startup Hub (SSH)
▪
▪

Pilot project - 17k sqm, home to 490 startups, ongoing demand
Strong outcomes achieved - over 1k jobs created & $250m VC funding raised

Growing tech firms needs
▪
▪

Large & flexible floor plates needed for growing tech firms
CBD - low vacancy rates, high prices & limited flexibility

Need to grow the innovation ecosystem
▪
▪

Need to grow and diversify the NSW economy
Alignment & needs of key partners and anchor institutions including industry,
Universities (UTS & USYD), industry bodies & government policy

Central Station renewal - unique brownfield opportunity
▪
▪

Capacity to deliver over 700k sqm of mixed-use development including over station
Connectivity upgrades including Metro station, new Light Rail & station upgrades
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Vision - what makes it compelling?
Most connected transport hub in Australia
▪
▪

Heavy rail, light rail, metro (2024), bus and bike lanes, 10 mins to airport
Billions ($) of government investment in surrounding transport infrastructure

Leading talent at doorstep
▪
▪

Two top 100 university core campuses (UTS & USYD), Uni of Notre Dame,
TAFE NSW, Sydney School of Entrepreneurship & private sector providers
NSW has most STEM graduates in Australia (over 160k)

Thriving innovation & technology ecosystem
▪
▪

Home to local unicorns including Atlassian, Canva, Deputy & Safety Culture
Home to over 100 research institutes & centres of excellence, CSIRO’s
Data 61 and Royal Prince Alfred Hospital

Lifestyle & cultural benefits
▪
▪
▪

Diverse & multicultural, rich indigenous history, Chinatown
Culture, art galleries, Carriageworks & Powerhouse, markets, dining & bars
20 minutes to iconic Bondi Beach
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Precinct goals
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Central station
Initial activation focused around Central station - centre of major renewal project

Tech Precinct Overview for Space EOI
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Key deliverables in 2020
1) Strategic Plan
▪

Plan will outline how to deliver Precinct goals

2) Agreements with of 5 anchors
▪

Anchors will create high tech jobs & attract further companies

3) Activate first tranche of affordable space for startups
▪
▪

Locate building around Central – 4k sqm, to be opened by end of 2020
Run EOI process to determine operator for the space

4) Establish governance for Precinct
▪

Industry Advisory Group to be led by independent Chair
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Register on
NSW eTendering
28 Feb 2020

NSW eTendering Overview
The NSW eTendering website:
www.tenders.nsw.gov.au, allows
suppliers to respond to NSW
Government tenders.
Before you can access detailed
information and download
documents, register as a New User
with your email and set up an
account.
NSW Treasury
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Tips for responding
•

Ensure you have necessary capacity, qualifications and experience

•

Understand the EOI requirements

•

Do not simply repeat the contents of the EOI document in your submission

•

Address the key aspects and the criticality of the requirements in your
submission

•

Clearly explain what is proposed in your submission

•

Focus in your responses on how you will deliver the key outcomes

NSW Treasury
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Respond online, today!
Seeking Expressions of Interest
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Log on and search for the EOI with the number RFT-10028181, or
keywords ‘space industry development.’
View full details and download the documents.
Submit your response online, answering and addressing all questions.
Your response will be evaluated and could lead to being shortlisted.
If a tender proceeds from this EOI, shortlisted applicants will be asked
to respond to a more detailed proposal.

Assistance and Support
▪

Contact the NSWBuy Service Centre for technical assistance
between 9am to 5pm, Mon-Fri.
Ph:1800 679 280
Email: nswbuy@treasury.nsw.gov.au
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National Space Industry Hub
Q&A deadline

•

EOI Q&A deadline 6 March 2020

•

Please email space@treasury.nsw.gov.au

•

Q&As will be published on business.nsw.gov.au/industry-sectors/industryopportunities/space/expression-of-interest
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